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INTERESTS OF THE AMICUS CURIAE 

The American Civil Liberties Union of Maine Foundation (the “ACLU 

of Maine”) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization founded in 1968 to 

protect and advance the civil rights and civil liberties of all Mainers. The 

ACLU of Maine strives to ensure that constitutional and statutory civil 

rights, including the right to be free from discrimination based on disability, 

are protected, especially when core liberty interests like freedom from 

restraint are implicated. The ACLU of Maine submits this brief to provide 

information about statutory and due process protections for patients with 

disabilities who are involuntarily detained in emergency rooms and 

hospitals.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

 ACLU of Maine adopts the Procedural History and Statement of Facts  

as set forth in the Brief of Appellant. (Blue Br. 1-11.) 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

I. Whether the trial court erred as a matter of law by disregarding the 

detailed involuntary hospitalization statute in evaluating whether A.S. 

was unlawfully deprived of his personal liberty.  

A. Whether the involuntary hospitalization statute requires an 

application for involuntary hospitalization to be immediately 
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submitted to a judge even if no accepting psychiatric placement 

has yet been confirmed.  

B. Whether the trial court erred as a matter of law when it 

determined that the statute 34-B M.R.S. § 3863 permits 

involuntary emergency hospitalization in excess of 120 hours.  

II. Whether the trial court should have applied the “clear and convincing” 

standard of proof in reviewing whether the Hospital sufficiently 

justified its indefinite detention of A.S.   

III. Whether the mootness exceptions for matters of public interest and 

matters susceptible to repeat presentation yet evading review, apply in 

this appeal.  

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

One of the fundamental principles underlying our legal system is that 

human beings have inherent dignity and individual liberty. Our laws do not 

permit police officers, hospital administrators, lawyers, or judges to 

substitute their own judgment about what is in a person’s best interest over 

that person’s own wishes, except in certain narrow, clearly defined 

circumstances. As the United States Supreme Court recognized forty years 

ago, “commitment to a mental hospital produces a massive curtailment of 
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liberty and in consequence requires due process protection.” Vitek v. Jones, 

445 U.S. 480, 491-92 (1980). This is so, because “the loss of liberty 

produced by an involuntary commitment is more than a loss of freedom”—it 

also can also engender stigma, with long-term adverse social consequences. 

Id. at 492.   

Indeed, restraining a person “by force from leaving [a hospital] 

facility” involves “a complete deprivation of a person’s liberty.” In re 

Hughes, 1998 ME 186, ¶ 11, 715 A.2d 919. A person who is forced to 

remain in such an institutionalized setting cannot “earn a living, can see 

visitors only at the discretion of hospital staff, and is prevented from 

engaging in virtually all everyday activities most of us take for granted.” Id. 

“Such a deprivation of rights reasonably can be termed the most severe 

deprivation short of imprisonment.” Id.; Clifford v. Me. Gen. Med. Ctr., 

2014 ME 60, ¶ 58, 91 A.3d 567 (“Involuntary commitment is a grave 

deprivation of a person’s fundamental liberty interest”). The severity of such 

a deprivation means that stringent procedural protections are required to 

effect it. Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 418, 431 (1979) (requiring 

justification for indefinite commitment to be proven by “clear and 

convincing” evidence). 
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Maine’s statute on involuntary hospitalization and commitment is 

“designed to provide the necessary constitutional process” to ensure that 

these deprivations are justified and compliant with due process concerns. 

Clifford, 2014 ME at ¶ 59, 91 A.3d 567. In the case of involuntary 

hospitalization (at issue in this case), these procedural protections include: 

(1) the requirement to “immediately” seek judicial endorsement of the 

application for admission to a psychiatric hospital, 34-B M.R.S. 

§ 3863(3)(B)(2) (2019); (2) the short and tightly structured period of time 

during which a person may be involuntarily hospitalized, limited to 120 

hours in total, id. § 3863(3)(B), (D), (E); and (3) the guarantee that, absent 

compliance with the above procedures, “[a] person may not be held against 

the person’s will in a hospital under this section,” id. § 3863(3)(B).  

 In violation of these statutory mandates, the Hospital never sought 

judicial endorsement of its application for involuntary hospitalization for 

A.S., (Blue Br. 6-7); forced A.S. to remain hospitalized under the 

supervision of an armed guard for 25 days, (Blue Br. 17); and continues to 

assert the authority to detain patients indefinitely so long as a physician 

completes a certifying examination every couple of days, (Red Br. 31-39). 

The trial court legally erred by disregarding the statutory and due process 

protections guaranteed to patients in this position, and fashioning a new 
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scheme in which any detention is permissible so long as the Blue Paper 

criteria “could be met” by a preponderance of the evidence. (H.T. 123, 175.) 

The trial court’s decision is contrary to statute, this Court’s prior decisions, 

and due process protections, and should be reversed. 

 Finally, regarding the Hospital’s claims of mootness, this Court has 

routinely applied the public interest exception and repeat presentation 

exception to mootness in similar cases and should do so here.  

ARGUMENT 

I. The trial court erred as a matter of law by disregarding the 
detailed procedural rights in the involuntary hospitalization 
statute in evaluating whether A.S. was unlawfully deprived of his 
personal liberty.  

 
In denying habeas relief, the trial court erred by disregarding the 

detailed statutory scheme in 34-B M.R.S. § 3863, and substituting a different 

procedure at odds with the statute and with due process protections. Any 

person involuntarily detained under sections 3863 or 3864 “is entitled to the 

writ of habeas corpus,” 34-B M.R.S. § 3804, which extends to “[e]very 

person unlawfully deprived of his personal liberty by the act of another,” 14 

M.R.S. § 5501(2019). A person who is detained without necessary 

procedural protections is entitled to the writ. See, e.g., In re Marcia E., 2012 

ME 139, ¶¶ 8-9, 58 A.3d 1115 (stating that Marcia “could have challenged” 

her emergency detention by the hospital “by seeking a writ of habeas 
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corpus” when the hospital failed “to comply with the procedural 

requirements for Marcia’s emergency admission”).  

In the decision below, the trial court appeared to acknowledge that the 

Hospital had failed to comply with the statutory protections, yet disregarded 

these procedural violations in holding that the sole question was “whether as 

of now, an application for emergency involuntary admission to a psychiatric 

hospital could be granted[.]” (H.T. 175.) Such reasoning contradicts the 

statute, which provides that “[a] person may not be held against the person’s 

will in a hospital under this section” unless the strict time limits and other 

requirements are satisfied. 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B). Because, as discussed 

below, the Hospital failed to comply with these procedures, it cannot support 

its involuntary detention of A.S. under section 3863, and it cites no other 

statutory authority for the deprivation. Under such circumstances, A.S. was 

“unlawfully deprived of his personal liberty by the act of another,” and 

entitled to the writ. See 14 M.R.S. § 5501.1 

                                                      
1 This Court can leave for another day the question of whether, as in the release from 
involuntary hospitalization ordered by Doe v. Concord Hospital, “[n]o principle of res 
judicata or collateral estoppel would bar [the hospital] from filing another new Petition 
for a Certificate of Involuntary Emergency Admission,” so long as the statutory 
procedures were complied with. Doe v. Concord Hosp., NO. 2018-cv-00448 (Aug., 9 
2018) (attached in supplement of legal authority). 
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A. The involuntary hospitalization statute requires prompt 
judicial review of an application for involuntary 
hospitalization.  

 
The plain language of the statute demonstrates that the Hospital was 

required to “immediately” submit the Blue Paper application to the judge 

“upon execution of the certificate by the examiner.” 34-B M.R.S. 

§ 3863(3)(B)(2). To the extent the Hospital seeks to displace this clear 

statutory language by resort to the instructions on an administrative form, it 

is unavailing. (Red Br. at 27-28).  

Statutory meaning is determined by looking to the “plain language” of 

the statute. Friends of Lamoine v. Town of Lamoine, 2020 ME 70, ¶ 7, __ 

A.3d __. Only if the statute is susceptible to different meanings and 

therefore ambiguous does the Court then “look to extrinsic indicia of 

legislative intent, such as the legislative history of the statute, to ascertain 

the Legislature's intent in enacting the statute.” 20 Thames St. LLC v. Ocean 

State Job Lot of Me. 2017, LLC, 2020 ME ¶ 8, __ A.3d __.  

In this case, it is unambiguous that the person seeking involuntary 

admission (here, the Hospital) must submit “[t]he application and 

accompanying certificate” for review and eventual endorsement by a judicial 

officer, 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3), and must “undertake to secure the [judicial] 

endorsement immediately upon execution of the certificate by the examiner,” 
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§ 3863(3)(B)(2) (emphasis added). Indeed, this Court interpreted a prior 

version of the statute as follows: “Before an individual can be committed 

against her or his will, a medical professional must examine the individual 

and certify that the person is mentally ill and poses a ‘likelihood of serious 

harm.’” Doe v. Graham, 2009 ME 88, ¶ 24, 977 A.2d 391 (quoting 34-B 

M.R.S. § 3863(2) (2008)). “If this initial diagnosis is made, a court is 

required to review the application and certificate within twenty-four 

hours[.]” Id. (quoting 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3) (2008)) (emphasis added).   

Although the statute was amended after Doe to provide additional 

flexibility of up to four days “pending judicial endorsement,” the relevant 

language of the statute has not changed. Compare 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B) 

(2008) (providing that a person “may not be held against the person’s will in 

a hospital under this section, except that a person for whom an examiner has 

executed the certificate under subsection 2 may be detained in a hospital for 

a reasonable period of time, not to exceed 24 hours, pending endorsement by 

a judge or justice”) (emphasis added), with 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B) 

(2019) (same). Then, as now, the application must be promptly submitted to 

a judicial officer for review. 

The Hospital violated this obligation when, instead of submitting the 

application “immediately” after getting the examiner’s certificate, it failed to 
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submit any application over the course of a 25-day involuntary detention of 

A.S. (Blue Br. 6 n.5.) Indeed, the parties stipulated that, although the 

Hospital completed 16 executed Blue Paper applications, it submitted none 

for judicial approval. (Id.) 

Contrary to the Appellee’s argument, a hospital need not wait to 

submit the Blue Paper until it “has located a psychiatric hospital available to 

admit the patient.” (Red Br. 26-27.) The Hospital argues that, until the 

admitting psychiatric hospital has been confirmed, the judicial officer cannot 

“endorse” (i.e., grant) the application, nor “promptly” send the application 

and certificate to the admitting hospital. (Red Br. 27.) But the fact that an 

application might not be granted is no basis for violating the statutory 

obligation to submit it “immediately” after the certification is completed. See 

34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B)(2). To the contrary, the requirement for judicial 

oversight facilitates the important conditions required for each additional 48-

hour period—for the hospital to notify the Department of Health and Human 

Services (“DHHS”), and for DHHS to provide its “best efforts” to find an 

inpatient psychiatric hospital or other appropriate alternative. Id. 

§ 3863(3)(C), (D). Accordingly, the fact that the application remains 
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“pending judicial endorsement” while these obligations are performed is part 

of the system’s design, not a bug.2  

Indefinitely detaining someone without judicial review by serially 

restarting (but never completing) the Blue Paper process not only violates 

the statute, it also violates due process. This Court previously rejected, as a 

violation of due process, a detention statute purporting to authorize up to 35 

days of detention without judicial review, based only on the certificate by a 

physician. In re Sleeper, 147 Me. 302, 312, 87 A.2d 115, 120 (1952).3 As 

                                                      
2 For the same reason, the fact that the Judicial Branch Mental Health Working Group 
decided against requiring separate endorsements the additional 48-hour period, has no 
bearing on the obligation to timely submit the application to a judge for approval. See 
Recommendations for Improving the Involuntary Commitment Process (hereinafter, 
“Working Group Recommendations”) (Dec. 15, 2014) (available at 
http://www.themha.org/policy-advocacy/State-Current-Legislation/Final-MH-Wkg-Grp-
Rpt-12-15-2014.aspx). After all, the additional 48-hour periods recommended by the 
Working Group merely “extend[ed]” the original 24-hour period without undoing any of 
the underlying obligations associated with it. Id. at 4.  
3 The procedure at issue in Sleeper was as follows:  

The superintendent or head of the hospital to which the mentally ill person is 
sent, or his duly appointed substitute, shall receive and detain such person for 
observation and treatment for a period of not more than 35 days, provided that 
such person is accompanied by the petition and physician's certificate duly 
executed as set forth in section 104. Prior to the expiration of 25 days of the 
observation period the superintendent, head of the hospital, or his duly 
appointed substitute, or any justice of the peace or any notary public may 
certify, in a petition addressed to the probate court situated in the county from 
which said mentally ill person was admitted, that the alleged mentally ill person 
requires further care and treatment for an indefinite period.’ 

In re Sleeper, 147 Me. 302, 307, 87 A.2d 115, 118 (1952). If anything, the procedure in 
Sleeper contained more protections than the process here because the hospital was 
required to pursue judicial review at the 25-day mark. Here, by contrast, the Hospital 
claims the ability to “restart” the process every couple of days, for an indefinite period of 
time (potentially far longer than 25 days), without pursuing judicial review.  
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the Court explained, “Immediate detention without notice and an 

opportunity to be heard can only be justified when the immediacy of such 

action is required for the safety of either the person restrained or for the 

safety of others.” Id., 87 A.2d at120. Because the statutory procedures at 

issue allowed for detention “for a period of thirty-five days,” “without 

affording [the] opportunity to be heard” and “with no opportunity afforded 

him by the state to test the continuance of his confinement either the validity 

or present necessity thereof” (among other reasons), the Court declared these 

statutory procedures “unconstitutional and void.” Id. at 313, 87 A.2d at 121.  

Although the Court in Sleeper acknowledged that common law habeas 

was available, this did not cure the unconstitutional statutory scheme. As the 

Court explained, the availability of habeas corpus “is not the equivalent of 

requiring a legal order imposing restraint prior to commitment; nor does the 

fact that one may test the validity of his restraint by habeas corpus make an 

otherwise illegal restraint a legal one.” Id. at 314, 87 A.2d at 121.4 This 

makes sense; outside of exceptional cases like this one where the patient 

                                                      
4 In dicta, the Court in Sleeper stated that “[i]n habeas corpus proceedings to obtain the 
release of an insane person the court not only inquires into the legality of the restraint but 
the necessity therefor, and if the person is found to be actually insane and a menace either 
to himself or to the safety of others, he is not entitled to discharge on habeas corpus.” In 
re Sleeper, 147 Me. at 313, 87 A.2d at 121 (citations omitted). But such a rule has no 
application where the Legislature has enacted a statute specifying that “a person may not 
be held” in violation of the statutory requirements. See 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B).  
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happens to have a lawyer, someone who is involuntarily hospitalized is 

unlikely to have the resources to make meaningful use of the complicated 

habeas remedy. Providing common law habeas as the sole opportunity for 

judicial review of involuntary hospitalization leaves a high risk of unlawful 

deprivation, in violation of due process.  

 In an advisory opinion to the Legislature several years after Sleeper, 

the Court again held unconstitutional another statutory scheme that was 

marginally better than the one in Sleeper, but still did not provide judicial 

review. As the Court explained, “[t]here is no language in the new bill which 

attempts in any way to provide any method by which the person under 

temporary restraint may test the necessity thereof,” and, as such, “the 

proposed bill tends to deprive persons of their liberty without due process of 

law in contravention of Section 6 of Article I of the Constitution of Maine.” 

See In re Op. of the Justices I, 151 Me. 1, 10, 117 A.2d 53, 57 (1955). There 

again, the background remedy of common law habeas was not sufficient to 

save the proposed bill.  

It was not until the Court reviewed yet another statutory scheme, 

which required the hospital (or other applicant) to obtain prompt judicial 

review, that the Court approved the scheme as constitutional. See In re Op. 

of the Justices II, 151 Me. 24, 35, 117 A.2d 57, 62 (1955) (“deem[ing] that 
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thereby the constitutional rights of citizens are adequately protected” when 

the statute provided “two prompt and effective methods” for judicial 

review).  

 In sum, Maine’s involuntary hospitalization statute plainly requires 

prompt judicial review of the application and certificate. See 34-B M.R.S. 

§ 3863(3). The Hospital’s failure to obtain judicial review for its lengthy 

involuntary hospitalization of A.S. not only violates the statute, but also 

contravenes constitutional due process protections under both the Federal 

and State Constitutions. See U.S. Const. amend. XIV; Me. Const. art. I, § 6. 

This basis alone is sufficient to reverse the trial court’s holding.  

B. The trial court erred in finding that 34-B M.R.S. § 3863 
permits involuntary emergency hospitalization in excess of 
120 hours. 

 
The trial court also erred by disregarding the clear and delineable 

timeframes—not to exceed 120 hours from admission—during which a 

person may be held against their will in the absence of judicial endorsement. 

See 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B), (D), (E).  

First, the hospital may involuntarily detain a person “for a reasonable 

period of time, not to exceed 24 hours,” so long as the application is promptly 

submitted to the judicial officer. 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B)(2). Second, a 

hospital may further detain a person “for a reasonable additional period of 
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time, not to exceed 48 hours” if further evaluation and efforts are made to 

both designate the person as a risk, locate an available inpatient bed, and 

notify DHHS of the situation. Id. § 3863(3)(D)(1)-(2) (emphasis added). 

Finally, after the expiration of the initial 24-hour emergency hold period and 

the on 48-hour extended hold, the detaining hospital is authorized to continue 

detention of the person for “one additional 48-hour period.” Id. § 3863(3)(E) 

(emphasis added).  

The Hospital erroneously argues that there is another acceptable use 

of the § 3863 process: indefinite “blue papering” without any pursuit of 

judicial endorsement and without any procedural protections for patients 

with mental illnesses. (Red. Br. 32). But this argument is contrary to the 

plain language of the statute, which authorizes detention for a period “not to 

exceed” 24 hours, a “reasonable” additional 48-hour hold, and, finally, “one 

additional” 48-hour hold. 34-B M.R.S. § 3863(3)(B), (D), (E). Under similar 

circumstances, this Court interpreted the prior 24-hour limit as a hard stop, 

stating that “[u]nder no circumstances may a hospital hold a person against 

his or her will for longer than twenty-four hours unless the hospital has 

obtained a judge’s endorsement.” In re Marcia E., 2012 ME 139, ¶ 6-7, 58 

A.3d 1115; United States v. Rehlander, 666 F.3d 45, 48 (1st Cir. 2012) 

(acknowledging that, under a prior version of section 2863, “hospitalization 
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is limited to a few days unless voluntarily extended by the subject or 

extended by a court under protective procedures”) (citation omitted).5 “A 

person may not be held against a person’s will in a hospital under this 

section” except in compliance with these time periods. 34-B M.R.S. 

§ 3863(B). 

The argument that the Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act 

(“EMTALA”) authorizes or requires the detention of A.S. is without merit. 

See Me. Hosp. Ass’n Br. 10-18. Congress enacted EMTALA because it was 

“‘concerned about the increasing number of reports that hospital emergency 

rooms are refusing to accept or treat patients with emergency conditions if 

the patient does not have medical insurance.’” Correa v. Hosp. S.F., 69 F.3d 

1184, 1189 (1st Cir.1995) (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 241(I), 99th Cong., 1st 

Sess. 27 (1986), reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 42, 605), cert. denied, 517 

U.S. 1136 (1996). Nothing in EMTALA requires forcible treatment or 

prohibits patients from leaving the hospital “without the permission” of the 

hospital. 42 C.F.R. § 489.24(b) (2019). As to preemption, federal law 

                                                      
5 This case is thus different than Massachusetts General Hospital v. C.R., in which the 
court determined there were no set time limits for emergency hospitalization. 484 Mass. 
472, 475, 142 N.E.3d 545, 548 (2020) (acknowledging there was no statutory time limit 
for emergency hospitalization, but “strongly encourag[ing] the Legislature to identify a 
[statutory] time deadline to clarify the statute and avoid future constitutional difficulties 
and to do so as expeditiously as possible”). 
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mandates that the provisions of EMTALA “do not preempt any State or 

local law requirement, except to the extent that the requirement directly 

conflicts with a requirement of this section.” See 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd(f) 

(2018) (emphasis added). Because no provision of EMTALA requires 

involuntary hospitalization—including by stationing an armed guard to 

prevent a patient from leaving (as was done here)—nothing in EMTALA is 

inconsistent with effectuating the procedural and substantive protections of 

34-B M.R.S. § 3863.  

Finally, there is no doubt that hospitals are placed in a difficult 

position, particularly when necessary assistance from DHHS is not 

forthcoming. See, e.g., Doe v. Concord Hosp. at 5, Case No. 217-2018-CV-

448 (Aug. 9, 2018) (stating “[t]he Court is not unsympathetic to Concord 

Hospital; it is between Scylla and Charybdis”). Nevertheless, the “loss of 

liberty and social stigmatization” associated with involuntary hospitalization 

“are substantial” and the statutory procedures enacted to protect patients’ 

rights must be respected. See id. at 5-6.  

II. The trial court should have applied the “clear and convincing” 
evidence standard in reviewing whether Lincoln Health had 
shown the necessity of what had become an indefinite detention.  

 
In the alternative, the clear and convincing standard of proof is 

required to support an involuntary hospitalization that has, in effect, become 
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indefinite. As the Hospital concedes, the trial court indicated that it might 

have reached a different decision under the clear and convincing standard, 

yet did not apply that standard of proof. (Red Br. 19-20.).  

The clear and convincing standard of proof is required to “commit 

an individual involuntarily for an indefinite period to a state mental 

hospital.” Addington v. Texas, 441 U.S. 418, 419-20, 425 (1979). The 

heightened clear and convincing standard is required because “the 

preponderance standard creates the risk of increasing the number of 

individuals erroneously committed.” Id. at 426. In this case, because the 

Hospital’s method of “restarting” the Blue Paper process every couple of 

days resulted in a lengthy and indefinite period of involuntary 

hospitalization, the standard in Addington must apply. Id. at 425.  

Logistically, it is fair to require the hospital to satisfy clear and 

convincing evidence at the habeas posture. That is especially true in this 

case, in which A.S. had been in the hospital’s custody for weeks by the time 

of the trial court hearing. That is an even longer period than the Maine 

statute contemplates before “White Paper” proceedings that undisputedly 

must satisfy the clear and convincing standard. See 34-B M.R.S. 

§ 3864(6)(A)(1).  
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III. The Court should adjudicate A.S.’s appeal under the public 
interest and repeat presentation exceptions to mootness.  

 
Although A.S. is no longer subject to involuntary hospitalization, it 

remains important for the Court to resolve the weighty issues on appeal. This 

Court has frequently adjudicated cases regarding involuntary hospitalization 

and commitment under the public interest exception to mootness. See, e.g. In 

re Marcia E., 2012 ME 139, ¶ 4 n.1, 58 A.3d 1115; In re Christopher H., 

2011 ME 13, ¶ 12, 12 A.3d 64; In re Walter R., 2004 ME 77, ¶ 12, 850 A.2d 

346. The same interests support review in this case.  

Additionally, the “repeat presentation exception to mootness” has 

been routinely applied to commitment proceedings “[b]ecause of the ‘brief 

length of . . . commitment,’” and because it is likely the issues “‘will be 

repeatedly presented’” yet evade review. In re Christopher H., 2011 ME at 

¶ 13, 12 A.3d 64 (quoting In re Faucher, 558 A.2d 705, 706 (1989)). These 

concerns are even more apt in the involuntary hospitalization stage, which is 

designed to be brief and limited to no more than 120 hours.  

CONCLUSION 
 

For the foregoing reasons, the ACLU of Maine respectfully requests 

that the Court reverse the lower court’s decision in this habeas petition.  
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Emma E. Bond (Maine Bar. No. 5211)  
Zachary L. Heiden (Maine Bar No. 9476) 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION OF MAINE 
P.O. Box 7860 
Portland, Maine 04112 
Tel. 207-619-8687 
ebond@aclumaine.org 
heiden@aclumaine.org 
 
 

 
 
Dated: July 14, 2020 
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